Landed Flag CP (FCP)

Consumed FCP $\rightarrow$ no NCC

Export to CP1 $\rightarrow$ NCC

- Re-export to CP2 $\rightarrow$ NRC + copy NCC
- Processed in CP1 and re-export to CP2 $\rightarrow$ Copy NCC +PS

Export to NCP

- Consumed in NCP $\rightarrow$ NCC ?
  (should be introduced as an internal ctrl)
- Processed in NCP and export to CP1 $\rightarrow$
  NCC +PS
- Processed NCP & export NCP1 $\rightarrow$
  No document
Landed CP1

CP1 → NCC

- Export same form to FCP/CP2 → Copy NCC + NRC
- Processed in CP1 & export to FCP/CP2 → Copy NCC+PS

Export to NCP

- Consumed in NCP → NCC? (should be introduced as an internal ctrl)
- Unprocessed & export to CP → Copy NCC + statement from NCP
- Processed in NCP & export to CP → Copy NCC + PS